Abstract
Introduction
It is well known that there are two stages for a tumor growth [1] . The first is the avascular stage, where the cells receive nutrients from existing blood vasculature. The tumor spheroid underwent a further saturated growth after the earlier exponential growth due to the lack of nutrients. The second is the angiogenesis stage, where new blood vessels were formed by the induction of vessel chemoattractants from starving cells. It was widely considered by scientists that the whole complex process, not only from the avascular growth to angiogenesis growth, but also from the tumor invasion to the tumor deterioration, were determined by its microenvironment which could be controlled easily at the first stage than at the seconde stage. Mathematical models were firstly proposed by Thomlinson and Gray [2] , which were then extended by Burton [3] and Greenspan [4] . The free boundary problems of partial differential equations were proposed by Greenspan to describe the tumor growth mechanism for earlier phase with a set of chemicals reaction diffusion equations in 1972 [4] . Based on this, many new models for tumor growth mechanism were proposed with a set of free boundary problem descriptions on partial differential equations by papers [5] [6] [7] . These models adopted a 1-D growth and a constant density for the tumor growth. Later, more sophisticated models, which included higher spatial dimensions, cell movement, cellular heterogeneity, and mechanical effects [8] [9] , were developed. One of them are the hybrid models, which couple together partial differential equations (PDEs) and cellular automata (CA) methods. Hybrid methods have been successful used to simulate fluid dynamics [10] , molecular dynamics [11] and reaction diffusion systems [12] .
Most of the current researches were focused mainly on the mathematic modeling and the chemical modeling of tumor growth, which did not incorporate the physical modeling. In this paper we proposed a finite element (FEM) based mixture model for tumor growth according to the existing Cellular Potts Model (CPM) [13] [14] [15] [16] , by combining a chemical modeling approach and a physical modeling approach. In chemical modeling, a FEM PDEs solver algorithm was proposed to deal with the reaction diffusion equations for three chemicals, which are the Oxygen, Glucose and the GIF. In physical modeling, a total energy equations were solved based on the traditional FEM approach. The earlier growth mechanism could be described well in our model and the experiment results showed perfectly a coherence with the measure data.
Chemical Modeling
There are mainly two kinds of chemical substances that influenced the tumor growth in its extracellular microenvironment. One of them is the nutrient which refers to oxygen and glucose. The other is the Growth Inhibitory Factor (GIF), such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), vascular permeability factor (VPF), transforming growth factor TGF beta 1and TGF beta 2. Such influences are expressed by its local concentrations through a set of reaction-diffusion equations. This paper proposed a new set of reaction diffusion equations, as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), based on paper [17] .
Where:
is a three dimension coordinates vector, is a concentration field vector of oxygen and glucose, is the diffusion constants diagonal matrix, is the control constants diagonal matrix, is the tumor cell number, is the consumption rates diagonal matrix with and , is the GIF concentration field, is the GIF diffusion constants, is the GIF control constants diagonal matrix, is the GIF degradation rate, is the GIF saturation rate vector, is the saturation value. All the chemical growths are simulated with Matlab codes, as shown in Algorithm 1. 
Physical Modeling
The physical growth of a tumor cell lies in the increase of cell surface and cell volume, which can be described by the increase of its total energy. According to Jiang et al.'s [17] multi-scale avascular tumor growth model, the total energy (Hamiltonian function, H) is defined as: (3) Where: (Hamiltonian function) is an effective total energy, is the global total mesh surface number, is the total cell number, is the global mesh surface identifier that has value among 1~ , is the cell identifier that has value among 1~ , is the current area of mesh surface , is the current volume of cell while is its target cell volume, is the adhesive coefficient between mesh surface and its neighbors, is the coefficient corresponding to the elasticity of the cell volume of . In this model, the total energy change of a tumor cell was determined by its surface and volume. Let the change of energy be . According to the total energy Eq. (3), we could obtain the Eq. (4), as: (4) In the finite element model, the change of the energy can be uniquely determined by the nodal displacement . The aim of this finite element analysis is to find the most reasonable displacement that leads to minimum . One tumor cell will reach a critical point for division, if meets (5) The physical growth of a tumor cell is actual to obtain the nodal displacement from Eq. (5). In order to get from Eq. (4), we should know firstly how to compute the value of and by using the Finite Element method. According to the paper [18] , the area increment can be calculated by, (6) Where:
is a vertex displacement vector or nodal displacement vector, , and are three differential vectors for the vertex displacements with , and , can be regarded as a tumor surface growth driving force, can be regarded as a tumor surface growth stiffness matrix, they are defined as:
and (7) With:
, ,
According to the paper [18] , the volume increment can be calculated by,
Where: is a nodal displacement vector, can be regarded as a tumor volume growth driving force, can be regarded as a tumor volume growth stiffness matrix, they are defined as:
and (9) With: ,
Finally, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as,
Subject to: , . 
Experiments

Physical Modeling Results
There are three key steps for a FEM based physical modeling of tumor growth, which are the nodes selection, the mesh partition and the matrix assembly. The first step is the nodes selection .The base of the FEM is the Element, which consisted of all simulated nodes. In the primary stage of tumor growth, it has only one single cell, which can be regarded as a sphere where we can obtain all needed nodes. Then, a mesh partition was proceeded to select three sequential nodes as triangle vertices with Delaunay triangulation algorithm after the nodes selection according to the right hand rule. Being able to ensure an empty circle characteristic that any fo r nodes don't not share a same c rcle, the Dela nay tr ang lat on algor thm was used widely in mesh partition. In this paper, a Bowyer Watson algorithm which is a kind of Delaunay triangulation algorithms was adopted. A tetrahedron will be obtained to compute its surface area as well as volume and the nodes offsets will be got to simulate the tumor growth with the total energy equations after nodes selection and mesh partition. All the physical growths are simulated under parameters: radius = 11.2725 m, node number = 152, mesh number = 300, center = origin, and status = P. Then, introduce these initial data to simulate the physical tumor growth. Figure 1(a) showed the initial tumor cell at the origin. Figure 1 
Chemical Modeling Results
The purpose of the chemical modeling is to solve a set reaction diffusion equations which will help understand the growth mechanism of avascular tumor if we know the quantitative knowledge of its surrouding chemical microenvironment. Then, the parameters of the mouse mammary tumor cells EMT6/Ro were used in our experiment, which were derived from our research partner, the Applied Mathematics and Plasma Physics (T-7) group at Los Alamos National Laboratory. In our experiment, the oxygen and glucose were used as nutrients while the GIF was used as the growth inhibitor factor that produced by a list of proteins on the cell cycle. We assume that the nutrients metabolic rates of quiescent cells are half of that for proliferating cells and the metabolic rates of necrotic cells are 0. Then, we set the tumor growth time to be 40 days or 320 Monte Carlo steps(MCS), , , , , , . A tumor spheroid will start from a single cell to a multiscale sturcture with a proliferating layer(P), a quiescent layer(Q) and a necrotic layer(Q) by using the finite element method for avascular growth. We set the simulation time to be 40 days and the initial chemical concentrations ( , , ) at (0.08mM, 5.5mM, 0 mM). All the chemical growthes are simulated by Matlab codes. Figure 2(a-c) showed the distribution map of oxygen concentration at there sampled time, which are 0 day,10 day and 30 day respectively. The chemical modeling results for the other two chemicals, which are the Glucose and the GIF, are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 at the appendix section seperately. The distance refers to the length between the sampled point and the tumor spehroid core. It can be seen that the oxygen as well as gulcose concentration of internal tumor spheroid is lower than that on the tumor spheroid surface, while the concentration of GIF is on the opposite. There are several key stages during a change of oxygen concentration. In the beginning 0-10.5 days, the oxygen concentration drops all the time, accompanied by an increase of tumor radius due to a rapid growth. A constant area of low oxygen concentration which is near the threshold in the center of tumor spheroid is formed after 10.5 days growth and continues to expand until 19.5 days growth when it reaches maximum value. There is a little increase of this low oxygen concentration betwenn 19.5 days and 30 days. After that, the distribution of oxygen concentration reaches a stable status. As another kind of nutrients, the distribution map of glucose shows a similar results as that of oxygen. The differences between these two nutrients lie in the simulation time for such concentration changes. For glucose, 0-13.5 days is its concentration descending stage, 13.5-22.5 days is the formation time for its low concentration ring area, 22.5-31.5 is a period for a little increase in this ring area and the distribution of glucose concentration reaches a stable status after that period. In contrast with that of nutrients, the concentration of GIF grows with the simulation time as well as the tumor spheroid radius and there is no such lower or higher constant area. From these three groups of chemical distribution map, we can drawn the conclusion that the oxygen as well as gulcose concentration of internal tumor spheroid is lower than that on the tumor spheroid surface, while the concentration of GIF is on the opposite. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a FEM based mixture model for avascular tumor growth by incorporating a chemical modeling approach and a physical modeling approach. In chemical modeling section, a set of reaction diffusion equations were described. In physical modeling section, a finite element approach was conducted according to the former constructed finite element equations. In the experiment section, the results showed that our approach achieved a good performance for the growth of the EMT6/Ro mouse mammary tumor cells. 
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